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YOUR PARTNER
IN HEAT TREATMENT
SOLUTIONS
SINCE 1937

HEAT TREATMENT
The furnaces supplied from Evensen are designed in our own
engineering department. Our design engineers have contacts with
a network of material and component suppliers world wide.

Therefore our clients are
always secured a modern
design based on best
available technology.

C. H. Evensen
Industriovner AS develops,
designs and produces
industrial furnaces and
heat treatment equipment
for a variety of heat
treatment processes.

Evensen has a well-equipped workshop with an experienced and skilled workforced with more than 50 employees in Norway and Lithuania. We also have a separate
electrical workshop where control boards, control systems and heating elements are designed built and tested.
Our engineers will keep a close follow-up of our products
throughout prodution, installation and commissioning.
This will secure that our deliveries will be in accordance
with the specified requirements, and our engineering
department will always be updated with new experience
and the latest developments.

PRODUCTION
AND INSTALLATION

Evensen can offer furnace renovations and modernizations for capacity, energy and environmental improvement
measures in accordance with applicable safety requirements based on current directives and standards.

MODERNIZATIONS

SERVICE

For clients that wish to maintain a secure operation of their
heat-treatment equipment. Evensen can make service
agreements where the performance and status of the
equipment is tested and controlled at regular intervals.
We can also modernise and refurbish older furnaces, and
equip them with modern equipment such as new control
systems, higher degree of automation, efficient heating systems, low thermal linings, solutions for increased capacities
etc.
Further, we are able to supply and install special components such as heating elements, burners, thermocouples,
furnace fixtures, conveyors, temperature resistant materials, blowers etc., also for heating equipment that has not
been delivered by ourselves.

- Heat processing technology
- Heat treatment solutions
- Custom made equipment
- Turn-key installastions
- Service 24H and -contracts
- Renovations and repairs
- Furnace control and calibration

ESTABLISHED 1937
LOCATED IN FREDRIKSTAD, NORWAY
MORE THAN 3000
INSTALLATIONS WORLDWIDE

C. H. Evensen Industriovner AS
Tomteveien 19
NO-1618 Fredrikstad, Norway
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